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Fixed Funding Passes, 
Senate Positions Filled 
Robert Sanchez 
Nearly 1 ,400 students voted in 
the ASUNM Senate Election 
Tuesday and Wednesday, electing 
I 0 senators and passing one of the 
two amendments on the ballot. 
The second amendment on the 
ballot passed, providing fixed 
funding for the Daily Lobo. The 
Lobo will receive 12 percent of the 
ASUNM budget. The first 
amendment providing com-
pensation of one semester's tuition 
for senators after they have fulfilled 
one full term did not pass. 
The senators-elect are Traci 
Wolfe, (706 votes); Mike Austin, 
(672 votes); Judy Nakamura, (671 
votes); Bill Littlefield, (636 votes); 
Karen Gallegos, (590 votes); Robert 
Lynch, (569 votes); Nina Martinez, 
(566 votes); Matthew Baca, (556 
votes); Bob Matteucci, (544 votes); 
Brad Sauters, (489 votes). 
ASUNM, one senator, and one 
candidate said they were planning 
to contest the election. Peter 
Pierotti, vice president of ASUNM, 
said ASUNM ''will definitely'' 
contest the election. Candidate Phil 
Hernandez and Senator Art 
Meintzer announced separately that 
they would contest the election. 
The election would have to be 
contested before the Student 
Elections Commission. 
Senatorial candidate Bill Lit-
tlefield said he would not contest 
the election, but he would ask for a 
recount. "Some mistakes were 
made," Littlefield said, "but they 
would not have affected the 
election." 
Carter, Reagan Agree 
On Order in Transition 
WASHINGTON (UPI) 
President Carter and President-
elect Ronald Reagan met at the 
White House Thursday in their first 
meeting since the election and 
pledged themselves to an orderly 
transfer of power. 
Reagan said he found the 
executive mansion, which will 
become his new home Jan. 20, 
"lovely" and praised Carter for 
being "most gracious and most 
cooperative.'' 
"He and his people, with regard 
to this transition," Reagan said, 
"certainly made it a much easier 
time than it would other have been, 
and we arc deeply grateful." 
Carter called meeting of more 
than an hour a "very delightful/' 
and said he and Reagan both 
"understand very well that I will be 
the president in the fullest sense of 
the word until Inauguration Day 
and then instantly at that time ... he 
will have the full responsibility." 
The meeting lasted much longer 
than the 30 to 45 minutes first 
planned. White House press 
secretary Jody Powell said much of 
the time was spent on Carter's 
briefing Reagan on problems the 
Republican will inherit. 
Vice president-elect George Bush 
and Vice President Walter Mondale 
planned their own transition 
meeting Friday. 
After seeing Carter, Reagan 
walked the few hundred yards 
across Pennsylvania Avenue for a 
meeting with West German 
Chancellor Helmut Schmidt in the 
government-owned townhouse 
where the Reagans have been 
staying during their fiveday 
Washington visit. 
The meeting was requested by 
Schmidt, and neither man would 
comment on the substance of their 
hour-long chat. • 
But Schmidt described it as "very 
friendly," and said it it touched on 
issues such as NATO, East-West 
relations, arms control and other 
defense matters. He also said it was 
''good to hear" Reagan reassert his 
campaign promise of close con-
sultations with America's NATO 
allies, but declined to compare 
Carter with what he expects from 
Rea gall.. 
Friday, November 21, 1980 
Abbie Hoffman, the radical leader of the 60s, condemns the press for their inaccuracies during the 
press conference at the Albuquerque Press Club Wednesday night. Hoffman spoke at Popejoy Hall 
before the conference. (Photo by Diana Sperrazza) 
Hofftnan's Return Is to Cynicism, 
Ken Clark 
Editor 
Unfolding a piece of white paper, 
Abbie Hoffman reported to an only 
mildly enthusiastic crowd in 
Popejoy Hall Wednesday night that 
Campus Police had received a call 
from someone threatening the 
detonation of a bomb at 9 p.m. 
"Big deal," he said, "I used to 
get 25 or 30 of these every day." 
Hoffman then produced a couple 
of pills saying "My doctot told me 
to take these - he tells me they'll 
make the next four years go away." 
So began what may be one of the 
last talks to be given for a while by 
political organizer Abbie Hoffman. 
"I may be the first famous person 
to go to jail for coke in this 
country,'' he said, noting that no 
famous television personalities or 
movie stars have gone to jail and 
that his trial is for conspiracy to 
sell, not possession or actual sales, 
anyway. 
Hoffman is making the campus 
speech and talk show circuits to 
raise money for his upcoming trial, 
which he estimates will cost about 
$25,000 a week. But he maintains 
that he is definitely not selling out 
to commercialism, and is critical of 
the way the media are handlilig his 
emergence. 
"The interesting thing about talk 
show hosts is that all they do with 
thier guests is pamper them," he 
said. ''Me- th~y grill" and try to 
make me appear to be a hypocrite. 
"I didn't come back to hype a 
goddam book and spend a life 
sentence in Attica, or spend an 
idyllic life as a millionaire in the 
Bahamas," Hoffman said angrily. 
later, "is first to protect the ruling 
class, and second, to sell you a lot 
of shit you don't need." The 
audience applauded loudly and one 
man shouted, ''Sounds like a 
conspiracy!" 
"I believe it," Hoffman replied. 
What, then, is Hoffman's 
message? 
"We're for nationalization of the 
oil industry,,; he said. "We're for 
things like universal medical care 
for all citizens. 
"People who oppose those ought 
to become radicals. Big people who 
oppose them should become 
fugitives," Hoffman declared, 
placing established power in the 
role he has played for the past few 
years. 
632.4 Billion Dollar Budget Passes 
Just Before Thanksgiving Recess 
"I came back to the age of 
cynicism. I've got a message to 
deliver." But, he said, "I'm not the 
only one. I'm just a symbol of what 
is getting filtered through me by the 
media,'' referring to an earlier 
statement that "I'm not even him 
(Abbie Hoffman). I'm about six 
different personalities inside of 
myself. The media isn't there to 
educate you." 
More discussion of the press (So 
we get news - news is gossip.) 
followed, to the pleasure of the 
audience which prompted him to 
comm~nt, "I was told this was a 
conservative school. There's a few 
democrats, l notice." 
He reminded the audience that 
his work as a politiCal organizer was 
in direct conflict with the 
''protestant work ethic.'' 
"It says work work work your 
ass off and you'll get to heaven. 
continued on page 6 WASHINGTON (UPl) ~ The 
lame duck 96th Congress approved 
.a $632.4 billion budget for the 
current fiscal year in just three 
hours Thursday. The measure 
anticipates a tax cut next spring. 
The speed with which the budget 
for fiscal 1981 moved through 
Congress, despite strong GOP 
objections to its cost, increased 
chances it will be modified once 
Ronald Reagan moves into the 
White House and Republicans take 
over the Senate. 
It was passed in 20 minutes by 
voice vote in the House, which 
plans to recess Friday for 
'Thanksgiving. The Senate, leaving 
Tuesday for the holiday, approved 
it 2 1/2 hours later, 50-38. 
Rep. Robert Giaimo, 0-Conn., 
chairman of the Budget Com-
mittee, told the House the bill 
"does not tie the hands'' of Reagan 
or the new Congress, but simply 
gives them a framework. 
The budget contains a $27.4 
billion deficit and anticipates that a 
calendar-year tax cut of $35 billion 
to $40 billion will be approved 
during the 1981 government 
business year, which started seven 
weeks ago, 
It projects a tax cut wilt be 
enacted some time in the spring and 
will reduce revenues $10 billion. 
The $632.4 billion spending 
figure is an even split between 
earlier versions of the bill. A joint 
House-Senate committee split all 
other differences in a record·setting 
90-minute conference Wednesday. 
The panel came up with a defense 
budget of $159 billion ~ $28.2 
billion higher than last year's. 
Sen. Ernest Hollings, D·S.C., 
chairman of the Senate Budget 
Committee, said the measure 
contains "the strongest com-
mitment to national defense the 
budget process has ever produced." 
Hollings said Congress had not 
given up efforts at fiscal restraint 
despite the budget deficit. 
The budget includes reductions in 
most domestic and social programs, 
and reflects an additional 2 percent 
cut, exempting defense, from the 
latest House estimate of what 
government programs will cost next 
year- $648.7 billion. 
''The duty of the press/' he said 
Area Balloonist To Assist 
Fraternity's Fund Raising 
Maxie Anderson, the world 
famous balloonist from 
Albuquerque, will give a presen-
tation at the Sigma Chi Fraternity 
house Nov. 21 • 
Anderson, a Sigma Chi alumnus, 
will present a slide show featuring 
the Kitty Hawk, Double Eagle I and 
Double Eagle II. There will also be 
signed T-shirts and complimentary 
copies of the Nalio11al Geographic 
issue containing an article about 
Anderson's trans-continental 
flight. 
Raffle tickets will be sold at $5 
apiece to help Sigma Chi raise 
money for renovations of their 
house. Winners will be given a free 
two-hour ride in one of Anderson's 
balloons. He will select the names 
of the winners himself on Dec. S, 
The presentation will start at 7 
p.m. at the Sigma Chi bouse, 1855 
Sigma Chi Rd. 
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ADULT LIVING 
Student Move In Bonus 
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World News by United Press International 
Prime Rate Jumps to 17 Percent 
NEW YORK -- Continental 
Illinois National Bank and Trust 
Co. of Chicago, the nation's 
seventh largest bank, boosted its 
prime rate Thursday to 17 percent 
from 16 1/4 percent and other 
banks arc expected to follow. 
It had been rumored on foreign 
exchange markets earlier in the day 
thllt banks were set for another hike 
in the benchmark rate that is 
charged on top-rated corporate 
borrowings, but the rumors were 
denied by major New York banks. 
However, the federal funds rate 
that banks charge each other for 
loans traded Friday around the 17 
percent level, making the hike in the 
prime rate inevitable. 
"There are near-crunch con-
ditions in the credit markets," said 
David M. Jones, economist for 
Aubrey G. Lanston & Co. "We are 
reaching the point where banks 
have become increasingly uncertain 
about their own sources of funds 
and they are becoming increasingly 
unwilling to lend." 
The Federal Reserve came into 
the markets Thursday in an attempt 
to lower the funds rate but "it had 
virtually no effect - it appears 
interest rates may be somewhat out 
of control," Jones said, 
Banks hiked their prime rate to 
16 I /4 percent Monday after the 
~1.980 Beer Brewed by Miller Brewing Co .. Milwaukee, Wis. 
\ 
Federal Reserve raised its discount 
rate one point to 12 percen~ and 
tacked a 2 percent surcharge on 
large banks who borrow frequently 
from the discount window. 
Jones attributes the upward 
pressure on the cost of bank funds 
to three factors: 
-The 2 percent surcharge on 
loans at the discount window have 
driven many banks to the funds 
market. 
-Banks have been uncertain 
over what their required reserves 
will be under the Monetary Control 
Act. 
-"There is great fear that the 
Fed will have to tighten further to 
bring money growth under con-
trol," Jones said. Presently it will 
exceed its targets on two out of 
three of the monetary measures -
Ml-B and M2. 
Winetasters 
Disappointed 
PARIS - Frenchmen stood 
three-deep Thursday for the annual 
tasting of new Beaujolais wine but 
the connoisseurs sadly pronounced 
it no better than average. 
This year's crop was five days 
late and doctored with sugar by 
government permission because of 
a poor growing season. 
Paul George, owner of a bistro 
that specializes in Beaujolais, where 
bartenders spent three predawn 
hours bottling the wine from casks 
and expected to sell 800 bottles at 
more than $7 each, had to elbow 
his way to his own bar among 
patrons who crowded inside on the 
traditional first day of sales for the 
new wine. He gave a Gallic shrug. 
"It's okay, average, probably the 
same as last year," .said George, 
who had started sampling this 
year's product as soon as it arrived 
by truck from the growing region at 
5 a.m. 
Beaujolais is the only major 
French wine that is supposed to be 
drunk "young.'' Its arrival in mid-
November on a day decreed by law 
is anxiously awaited not only by 
Frenchmen but wine lovers in 
England and the United States Who 
have it flown in for tasting. 
Usually available Nov. 15, this 
year's newly pressed wine was 
released for sale late because of a 
damp and cold early growing 
season that delayed the grape 
harvest. 
Government inspectors, in an 
unusual move, also authorized the 
addition of sugar in a process aimed 
at raising the alcohol content and 
improving the taste. 
Experts described it as having a 
cherry smell, light in taste and not 
fruity, 
Vegas Gives Odds 
On ].R. 's Shooting 
LAS VEGAS, Nev. - Here are 
the odds on "Who shot J.R?" 
posted by the Castaways Hotel 
before betting was halted by 
Nevada state officials, who said it 
was not an "official" sporting 
event: 
Now comes Miller time. Sue Ellen Dusty Farlow Vaughn Leland Kristin Sheppard 
Alan Beam 
Bobby Ewing 
Pam Ewing 
Even 
Even 
3-1 
3-1 
4-1 
S-1 
5-l 
6-1 
7·1 
\ 
,, 
Ellie Ewing 
Dr. Elby 
Jock Ewing 
Mari Lee Stone 
Cliff Barnes 
LucyEwlng 
J.R. himself 
~ 
I 
4 
10-1 
10-1 
I I -1 
12·1 
I 5·1 
; 
'! 
I 
i 
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Director Will Resign from Post 
To Return to Teaching Full Time 
The director of the Public 
Administration Division at the 
University of New Mexico, 
Professor Leonard Stitelman, 
announced his resignation, ef-
fective next fall. 
Stitelman is planning to return to 
teaching fllll time <!fter a semester 
of sabbatical leave in 1981. His 
teaching emphasis will be on public 
policy and ageing. 
Director of the program since 
1974, Stitelman said that the 
program has grown from 74 
students and two full-time faculty 
to 202 students and seven faculty 
members. He said that part of the 
growth is due to a national growth 
trend in public administration, but 
also because most of the division 
courses at UNM are offered after 6 
p.m. and more thlln 80 percent of 
Mobile Planetarium 'Starlab~ 
On Display Friday at Hilton 
Starlab, a mobile planetarium, 
will be on display Friday, Nov. 21, 
at the Hilton Inn, 
Starlab is used as a science-
teaching material and is available 
from the Southwest Resource 
Center for Science and 
Engineering. 
"The stars have always 
fascinated people, and we hope this 
fascination will excite youngsters to 
get involved in the sciences," said 
Richard Griego, director of the 
Resource Center. The center is 
funded by the National Science 
Foundation to develop and sponsor 
programs that increase the interest 
and participation of minority 
students in science and engineering. 
Starlab is a portable silver and 
black nylon dome inflated by a 
common house fan. Students crawl 
through an inflated entrance to a 
200-square-foot chamber. Once 
inside, the student sees a display of 
3,000 stars. 
Other shows include maps of tht-
constellations and the earth. 
Griegos said Starlab will be 
available for display at local 
shopping centers, schools and other 
public places. 
The Camouflage collection 
has arrived 
Camo Tee Shirt 53 and up 
Camo Beret s1o 
Camo Jogging Shorts ssso 
Used heavy duty shirts 
ent condition) s4oo 
We also 
carry 
- Flight Jackets 
-Field Jackets 
-Parkas 
-All brarii:! new 
-All genuine 
-All priced right 
(most under $45) 
Gl Dog Tags/ 
Medic alert badges 
We'll print anything. 
on stainless steel tag• 
emergency info, allergies 
telephone numbers. 
Sets From $2.75 
t ~\Jl~)JJIJ\T,._) 
3 m campu '\~ "rJ~S'I' ..,, 
next to Shamrock gas ARMY NAVY GOODS 
station-1 v, blocks south of Coal. · • 
Open mornings till noon 504 Yale S E 256·0000 
Afternoons-call first • • 
You know its going to 
be a bad day when 
You see a 60 minutes 
news team waiting 
in your oHice 
So make it a great 
day, and have lunch 
at the Posh Bagel 
Bring your ''bad day" line by the Posh and if we use it 
you'll get a free lunch for 2 at the Posh 
Posh Bagel 
2216 Central SE 
~ ~ 
~ ~ ' ) . , . • 
I 
the graduate students in public 
administration pursue their degrees 
in the evening. The curriculum 
includes criminal justice, public 
health, urban policy, energy and 
gerontology. 
One of the first developments 
during Stitelman's term was the 
establishment of the Graduate 
Center at the College of Santa Fe in 
1974. The center now works in 
conjunction with several depart-
- ments at UNM to offer graduate 
degrees, though it was begun 
primarily to meet the needs of state 
government for professional public 
administrators. 
Stitelman is chairman of the 
Provost's Committee on Geron-
tology Development at UNM. 
During his tenure with public 
administration, the division im-
plemented the first graduate 
program in Indian management 
and tribal administration in the 
United States. Stitelman was also 
recently reappointed to the State 
Juvenile Parole Board by Govenor 
Bruce King. 
Stitelman said in the year before 
his resignation becomes effective, 
the division will complete a five-
year plan to serve as a guide for the 
next director of public ad-
ministration at UNM. 
A display in the SUB sponsored by the American Cancer Society 
encourages smokers to kick the habit as part ot Thursday's nation· 
wide Great American Smokeout. (Photo by Helen Gaussoin) 
~~· Program this Christmas 
for Quality 
Ask for a Hewlett· Packard Calculator 
HP·38C 
HP·34C 
Adva need Scientific 
Programmable 
TWO EXCITING NEW FUNCTIONS: 
• New Solve Key Find the roots of an 
equation with keystroke simplicity 
• New Integrate Key any function you 
can evaluate on the calculator by 
keystroke solution, you can now 
integrate 
The advanced programming 
features of the HP-34C include 12 ad-
dressable labels, Insert/delete editing, 
and a dynamically controlled memory 
that varies between 210 program lines 
and 21 user storage registers. 
Advanced Financial 
Programmable 
• Solves compound interest 
problems 
• Discounted cash flow 
problems using both NPV 
&lRR 
• Computes Yields with a 
balloon 
• Amortization Schedules 
• Full set of statistical functions 
plus factorial 
• 5 financial plus 20 user storage 
registers 
• 2000 year calendar 
· • Up to 991ines of keystroke 
programming for repetitive 
cal cui allons. 
ON SALE • S12995 
reg. $150.00 sale ends 12131 
(HP- 85 Special event Nov. 21 & 22 
a personal computing syste'm 
HP Representative will be present) 
HOLMAN'S2 
401 WYOMING NE•265•79B1 
QUalitY products lor the World of Science, Engineering & Business. VISA 
MAsTER CHARGE 
AMERICAN I:XPRESS 
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Editorial 
Theologian's Plight Ignored 
As AcadeiTiic Freedolll Peril 
ThH battle between Hans Kung, a Catholic 
ttwolooinn, and the Vatican has not received the 
;rttrmliun it deserves as an issue of academic freedom 
in thr, Urrited Stutes. With the increasing influence on 
/\rnrmcan oovernment of radically fundamental 
Christinn mganizations, academicians, scholars and 
•,fl,drmts sl1ould be not only concerned but alarmed. 
Ti111 pamllf:ls in influence, if not yet manifest power, 
an' too r;losa to ignore. 
1\qng was barred from teaching theology at the 
University of Tubingen, West Germany, last winter on 
thn urounds that his theological views conflicted with 
Catholic dogma. A compromise negotiated by the 
university, the church and the West German state of 
fladen-Wurttemberg in the spring enabled Kung to 
retain his professorship at the university and his 
position as director of the university's Institute for 
Ecumenical Research. Despite his delicate position at 
the university and criticism from the Vatican, Kung 
rafuses to relent in his campaign against "reactionary" 
forces in the Catholic church. 
In Berkeley, California, on a two-week speaking 
tour of the U.S., Kung's conflict was described by 
Neely D. McCarter in The Chronicle of Higher 
Education as "one of the most momentous events in 
the Christian Church since Martin Luther led the 
Protestunt reformation." McCarter is president of the 
Pacific School of Religion, 
But, Kung told a meeting of biblical scholars in 
Dallas, Texas, "I have no intention of abandoning the 
Catholic Church to a reactionary clan of Vatican court 
theologians and Curial bureaucrats and their German 
accomplices. As a Catholic theologian, I will continue 
to fight for a Christianity which is more oriented 
toward the message of Jesus, for ecumenical un-
derstanding, and for the renewal of my Catholic 
Church, to which I am still bound as priest, pastor and 
scholar." 
Kung's battle with the Vatican began with the 
publication in 1970 of his book, Infallible? An Inquiry, 
in which he questioned the dogma of papal infallibility. 
The purpose of his U.S. tour was not to recite the 
details of the conflict surrounding Vatican response to 
that book and other writings, Kung told the Chronicle. 
"I don't like these quarrels that I have all the time with 
Rome. I feel like a man on the frontier always having 
problems with headquarters." 
In his speeches at schools of theology around the 
country, Kung bemoaned the loss of traditional 
authorities like the church in a secular age. He pointed 
specifically to a lack of guidance for people in ethical 
questions involved in issues such as genetic 
engineering and development of nuclear energy. 
With the exception of religiously oriented colleges 
and universities, it is not the role of institutions of 
higher learning in this country to provide such ethical 
guidance, The historic role of the university as a place 
of scholarly research in the law - at first ecclesiastic 
law because of Rome's dominance in the secular 
affairs of medieval Europe - was shaken in the 
Protestant Reformation and greatly diminished in the 
Age of Enlightenment. The task of the university as a 
social institution in the West has since become one of 
enabling individuals to encounter social and personal 
ethical questions by providing them the knowledge 
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and scholarly discipline they need and circumstances 
of free inquiry in which to use those tools. 
The key ph rase here is free inquir)l. Knowledge and 
discipline are essential, of course, and without them 
free inquiry is useless. But without the freedom to 
explore, knowledge and discipline fall quick and easy 
prey to ignorance and dogma. Freedom of inquiry and 
censorship or restrictions in any form simply cannot 
coexist. They are mutually repellent opposites. It Is 
ironic that through the history of Western civilization 
the church has provided both the academic in-
stitutions necessary to true human freedom and, often 
simultaneously, the most damning censorship and 
restriction of that freedom. 
And it is precisely that kind of censorship which 
threatens American educational institutions. The 
successful pressure on government of groups 
characterized by radical conservatism and rigidly 
fundamental Christian beliefs, popularly typified by 
such as the Moral Majority, threaten to render void the 
principle of separation of church and state established 
at extreme sacrifice by many of the founders of this 
nation. 
Most of our educational institutions, the only ex· 
ceptions being those maintained by religious 
organizations, are a constitutionally protected fun-
ction of government. They are also almost wholly 
dependent upon government. Once government falls 
to ecclesiastic interests, schools and universities 
cannot be far behind. The recent Supreme Court 
decision refusing to sanction the posting of the Ten 
Commandments in Kentucky schools, made by the 
slim margin of one vote, is but one example of war-
nings we have ignored too long, Unless the aged 
justices of the present Supreme Court outlive 
President-elect Reagan, we can expect that slim 
margin of constitutional defense to disappear com-
pletely. If (when) that happens, the last social in-
stitutional barrier protecting our universities and the 
freedom enjoyed within them will fall before the tide of 
reactionary conservatism that is sweeping the nation. · 
Societies and cultures have suffered the near loss of 
freedom of inquiry before. Circumstances are ripe for 
the same to happen again. There is not yet reason to 
fear conditions such as those in El Salvador, where 
right-wing terrorists have assassinated 115 university 
and high school faculty members this year and are 
most recently suspected of having assassinated the 
rector {president) of the University of El Salvador. But 
we must also remember the ease with which military 
troops and police occupied university campuses in this 
country only a few years ago. 
History offers some comfort in its assurance that 
the light of academic freedom will not be ex-
tinguished. No matter how grim the times, there have 
always been a few individuals devoted to its 
sustenance. Some were prominent, and condemned, 
in their own times - Socrates, Galileo and Thomas 
Becket among them. Others have sought or remained 
in obscurity. But there has always been someone. 
Perhaps Hans Kung is one ofthem. 
There lies our failsafe mechanism, our ace in the 
hole. But all people will be better off as individuals and 
our cultures stronger if those devices are neither 
needed nor used. 
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Commentary 
I am afraid I've made a big mistake. I really don't 
know what to do about it either. I mean, it's not the 
sort of thing you can ignore, and I can't continue 
letting it get any worse, either. 
You see, I admit to feeling everyone around me is 
just so bizarre I can't communicate with any one of 
them at a level above that of a babbling idiot. I tend to 
get like that toward the end of the semester, the 
beginning of the holidays. 
But it gets lonely. I really don't want to open my 
mouth just to put rny foot in it. I've already discovered 
I'm plenty capable of encompassing a crowded dance 
floor of feet in there, and just like a dance floor, when 
it looks like it is just too full for another foot, much less 
an entire couple, here they come in and slide in as easy 
as- well, you know what I mean. 
Well, I thought I'd found a solution. I was very 
happy with it. It even worked for a month or so. No, I 
didn't tape my mouth shut by any means. I'm not into 
self-torture. Even if I were afraid to talk to other 
people, I've always had great conversations with 
myself. I almost always understand what I'm saying. 
And when I don't, I can usually give me a good ex-
planation, anyway. But you know what happens to 
people who talk to themselves too much. And being 
concerned for my welfare, I took action. 
I have a very understanding dog. He understands 
me almost as well as I do. Sometimes better. And he's 
such a good listener, not to mention companion. 
I knew he didn't like being left all alone all day, so I 
hit on the perfect solution: take the dog to school! 
That's where I am under the most pressure and need 
an understanding friend (without any problems of his 
own) the most, and he wouldn't be alone. 
I found I was doing better because I had a faithful 
friend waiting to hear all about how the teacher didn't 
even understand the true, deeper meaning of the 
paper I wrote. Why else would I receive a grade like I 
did with the comment, "Do you think you could write 
your next paper while sober? It might make some 
Letters 
sense if you did. At least, you might write about the 
topic assigned." I mean, don't these teachers 
recognize an abstract approach to a delicate subject 
when they see it? 
And, of course, my dog agreed. After all, he proof 
read the darned thing. 
Like I said, things were improving greatly. My at-
titude, not my grades. But what the heck, what's 
more important, grades, or continuing support from a 
good friend and peace of mind? 
Lately, though, I've noticed a change in my dog. 
Frankly, I'm worried. He's beginning to act like some 
of the students I'm seeing all over campus, 
He's nervous, can't seem to sit still. And when he's 
sleeping, he whimpers, and tosses his head back and 
forth on the pillow. And the closer we .come to a 
classroom, the slower he walks, as if he knows there's 
nothing good waiting for him there. Why, even some 
of the more cheeriul people spook him. He's 
suspicious of them, I can tell. 
That's not the least of it. I can't get him to eat his 
dog food anymore unless I give him black coffee with 
it. And then, at the end of the day, I'll swear he's been 
getting into my liquor cabinet. I haven't caught him 
yet, but sometimes his breath doesn't have that dead 
cat smell to it. It seems sterilized somehow. 
But that's not what really worries me. Everyone has 
bad times in his life. Students, twice a year, 
sometimes in summer. I'm sure animals go through 
something similar. 
So that's not what made me think I'd made a 
mistake Involving him in my school so much. What 
really worries me is the other day I heard him outside 
growling and yelping slightly. I thought it was perhaps 
a neighbor dog over for a visit. When the noise 
continued in a steady monotone, however, I began to 
have my doubts. I looked out the window, and there 
was no other dog, Just mine. Sitting there with his 
head hanging, growling and sometimes even barking a 
little. 
I think he was talking to himself. I'm really worried. I 
don't know exactly what I should do. Maybe I should 
get him a companion. 
Do you think he'd like a puppy? 
Biking for Fun, Reader Insists 
Editor: 
Mr. Steve Wood($), I'm sorry but I still do not agree 
that in order to be a serious athlete, you must be trying 
to earn money. Is it too hard for you to conceive of a 
serious cyclist who tours without a sponsor? There are 
many other cyclists in town who consider themselves 
serious cyclists and aren't in it for the profits. And I'm 
sure there are bikers in Europe, too, with the same 
attitude. While you may consider all of us as minor 
and naive and limited in view, I think you missed out 
somewhere on the fact that bikes were invented and 
still are primarily for funl (Remember that word, 
Steve?) 
While we all should be impressed that you are a 
good cyclist, your's is not the only attitude about 
biking which is correct. There is more to biking, and 
life in general, than making money. I'm kind of 
"serious" in living but yet I, like many others, am not 
out to make as much money as I can (Now tell me I 
have a naive view of life), You're wrong Steve, ear-
ning money doesn't make a person serious .•• their 
attitude does. 
Aram Chakerian 
Reader Says Funds for Lobo Should Be Cut 
Editor: 
As a recipient of ASUNM funds, The Daily Lobo 
laments student apathy for how "a large amount of 
their money is being spent." The Lobo, however, 
ignores how much of their money is spent. Neither the 
Lobo, nor any of the current Senate candidates have 
proposed a reduction in the ASUNM fee, a fee that is 
too high in light of services rendered. 
Where, one might ask, can funding be cut? I 
suggest the Daily Lobo as a starting point. Should the 
Lobo rely on paid circulation or advertising revenue 
more than ASUNM funding? I answer emphatically 
NO! Lobo funding could lle cut dramatically by 
changing its publication to a weekly basis. It's im· 
l 
~ 
m ~ 
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possible to deny the Lobo's value in providing hard 
news and a forum tor student Opinion, yet the student 
body could be equally wefl served by a weekly edition. 
In regard to the Lobo's claim of restraint in 
promoting the fixed-funding amendment as "an unfair 
manipulation of our readers' opinion," isn't it a 
strange coincidence that the Lobo printed a .student 
letter favoring the amendment on the same page? 
Oddly, all the candidates endorsed by the Lobo also 
support the amendment. Clearly, no one can accuse 
the Lobo of compromising its editorial integrity for 
political purposes. 
Keith Burris 
. 
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CHEESE& 
COFFEE SHOP 
• Fine Imported & Domestic Cheeses 
• 35 Types of Whole • Bean Coffees 
• Gourmet Foods 
• Personalized Gift Baskets 
• Party Platters 
• Select Teas 
• Filo Dough 
- Mail Orders Accepted 
· Gift Certificates Available 
Additionalllems 
[Jo:prtos5oo Maker5, <:offL"C GrTndt•n, 
('off['(' Pot'O. Bask('l!i, 
Encantada Square 
2679 Louisianna Blvd. N:E. 
Albuquerque, N.M. 87110 • ~505)883·1226 1.--------Bernie and Phyllis Davis--------
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computczr 
· ''h''"7•<>~"' Dealer 
ARINCO COMPUTERS 
STU DENT DISCOUNTS 
2820-C Broadbent Parkway 
(between Menaul & Candelaria off 1·25) 
345-2459 
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Winners of the Subway Station Talent Contest work their magic on the SUB audience. (Clockwise 
from top left) Wayne Comack, first place in solo comedy division; Steve Chavez and Pedro Her· 
nandez, two members of the STP band, first place in band division; Randy Rain first place in the solo 
Instrumental division; Richard Hanneman, first place in the vocalist division. (Photos by Catherine 
Jones) 
Hoffman's Return Is to Cynicism 
continued from page 1 
Don't believe it. I've been there and 
that's not how you get there .•. 
and I'm going back again," he said. 
Hoffman asked if it was 9 
o'clock yet, checked his watch and 
tore up the bomb threat report. 
Thumbing his nose at whoever 
made the threat, he said, "Should 
have read Steal This Book." Later 
he sneered, "Bombs . . Belt! ... 
passe. People say I'm still living in 
the 60s. 
Hoffman said there were about a 
dozen reasons for his coming back, 
and that one of them was an article 
in the Boston Globe that said 75 
percent of high school students 
could not find Vietnam on a map 
and did not know America was in a 
Air Force High Technology 
Theme of Showing at UNM 
A show designed to recruit 
engineers and scientists for the Air 
Force will be at UNM's patio area 
between the Farris Engineering 
Center and the Mechanical 
Engineering Iluilding today from 
9:30a.m. to 4 p.m. 
The show will use 13,000 slides, 
15 projectors and five screens. tt 
will portray many of the high-
technology programs in which the 
Air Force is involved, such as the 
use of the laser. Research for the 
laser program as a possible future 
weapon for America's defense is 
proceeding at Kirtland Air Force 
Base in Albuquerque, 
The show was recently given at 
the Farnborough International Air 
Show in England. 
.. ~ .... 
war there. He said a European 
Marxist philosopher told him the 
end of the war in Vietnam brought 
about by protests and demon-
strations "was the supreme 
moment of democracy. And I 
believe it." 
"You don't have to register for 
the draft. You don't have to go 
down like muppets. You can stand 
up and fight.'' 
He said to be a good organizer 
"you gotta be rude." 
"I'm the rudest son of a bitch in 
the Thousand Islands," he said, 
referring to his success in 
organizing people in upstate New 
York to stop the Army Corps of 
Engineers from destroying the St. 
Lawrence River. "Manners were 
invented by protestant bankers to 
keep Jews out," he said. 
Hoffman said he was not really 
afraid of "Raygun Ronnie" as 
president because "I don't think 
the president has as much power as 
David Rockefeller, chairman of the 
board of Exxon." 
holden on ... 
b_y richard holden 
Simpson and Curtin were in town performing for the TAB, and 
this is what they had to say. But Simpson and Curtin are not a 
comedy team, and the TAB is not The Arts Board. . 
Simpson and Curtin are transportation consultants, and TAB Is 
the Transit Advisory Board of the City of Albuquerque. What 
Simpson & Curtin had to say to TAB was about our tral!sit service 
and what we might expect if we decide to expand service. In ad-
dition, Simpson & Curtin made recommendations about im-
provements in service within Albuquerque's city limits. 
At the present time, according to Walter Chermony of Simpson & 
Curtin, only 1.4 percent of 303 million trips ~ithin the city Ii~D;its a~e 
served by public transit. At this level the city, as reported Ill this 
column previously, pays $1.9 million, the federal government pays 
another $1.9 million, and revenues from bus fares account for $1.04 
million for our level of bus service. 
Simpson & Curtin has studied two models for increased transit 
service in Albuquerque. The models study the effects of increasing 
the amount of transit trips to 5 and 10 percent of total trips. A S 
percent level of ridership would result in increased revenues of $3.71 
million for the city. 
Unfortunately, the city would need to increase its own con-
tribution to Suntran from $8.8 to $12.1 million, depending on the 
assumptions you use about increasing the productivity of the bus 
system. 
A 10 percent level of ridership would result in an even higher $16 
to $33 million contribution while revenues would increase to $7.42 
million. 
Revenues increase with ridership but only in a proportional way. 
The expenses of operating buses are pegged at $100,000 per bus a 
year, Fifty more buses would cost $5 million more per year out of the 
city's budget. The possibility of the city coming up with a four- to 
seventeen-fold increase in subsidies is negligible. The amount 
required would be too large an increase for the city's nearly $200 
million budget. So what do the consultants recommend? 
Simpson & Curtin recommend that the level of bus ridership be 
increased to a more modest 2.4 to 2.7 percent of total trips. To do so 
would require a local contribution of $3.87 million. In reaching this 
level of transit use, the city would need to acquire 60 buses over the 
next five years to make the fleet total about 140. Twenty-five buses 
would be acquired in 1981, twenty-five in 1983, and the remaining 
ten would be acquired in 1985, 
In addition, six new routes would be added to meet expected area 
growth. Present routes would be modified somewhat and seven 
express routes would be implemented as part of the system. Three 
shuttle routes would be added to aid GTE Lenkurt, Coronado-
Winrock, and Old Town-Central Business District. Three routes 
would have increased service frequencies (i.e .. buses would come 
every 15 minutes). 
These changes would result in almost doubling the level of 
ridership. In light of the present energy situation and our own local 
problems with air quality and the automobile, a 2.4 to 2. 7 percent 
level of transit use may not be enough. 
It is clear that increased public transit can benefit the community. 
It is also clear that the placement of an expanded transit program 
will not be cheap. There is no public transit service in the country 
that breaks even, and there is no reason to think that Albuquerque 
will be the first. A knowledge of these facts should lead us to the 
conclusion that increased bus service wiii need to be addressed with a 
targeted 'transit tax' such as was attempted here two years ago. The 
situation is somewhat more crucial in terms of the air we breathe 
having exceeded EPA standards for at least three years, a somewhat 
uncertain energy future, and commuter transportation costs that are 
already beginning to hit taxpayers in the pocketbook where it hurts 
and, hopefully, where it counts. 
I~ lip~rriee 
Deadline for LIP SERVICE Is noon the 
day before the announcement Is to run. 
The ASU:NM Fllm Committee presents 
In the SUB Theatre: 
The movie that made Bo Derek a 
"household name" breaks forth Friday 
and Saturday nll:hts at 7, 9:16, and 
11:30. starring Derek, Dudley Moore 
and Julie Andrews, 10, shows what a 
man Will do to snare his "Ideal" woman 
and the consequences he must face after 
the snaring. 
Subway Statton- thrOI.igh Ftlday, Nov. 
21, Join us for coffee, teli.!l, pastries and jazzfromlOa.m. to2p.m. 
Win il 'l\trkey - Register now for the 
fourth anilual lite run this saturday at 9 
a.m. at the UNM North Golf Course. 
Registration Is $3 and $4 the day of the 
race. The.first 150 to register get a free 
T-shlrt! Sign up today In the Intramural 
office, 280 Johnson Gym. 
Run for Board of Directors. - Pick up 
P .I.R.G. Petitions at 1057 Mes~> VIBta 
Hall, return by Dec. 1 .. elections bee. 4. 
For information, call2'77·2757. 
Disco down end Funk around - at 
Subway Station on Friday, Nov. 21, atld 
Saturday, . Nov. 22, with Fll]lslde. 
FridaY, UNM students $1 diScount and 
Saturday, high school students $1 
discount. From 9 p.m. to 2 a.m. In the 
SUB, lower level. 
Square Dancing - UNM Wagon Wheels 
Square Dance Club meeta ThursdaY. 
nights In the SUB Ballroom at 7 p.m. 
Everyone Is Invited, No parlner 
necessary. 
The Wet Sox Hop - featuring The Wet 
Sox at The Cellar In Hokona Hall, Prlzea 
for the best socks; dance and be 
Videotaped. Come dance on FddaY. 
Nov. 21, from 9!80 p.m. to 1!30 a.m., co• 
sponaored by ASUNM PEC. 
UNM Ballroom Dance Club - meets 
Friday, Nov. 21 from 7:30 to 9:30p.m. In 
the SUB Ballroom. Last meeting of the 
semester before the fabulous Fall 
Formal tm Dec. 6 from s p.m. to 12 a.m. 
Tickets available tram Dance Club 
Officers, 
Philosophy Club - George Huanco from 
the Department of Sociology, wll 
pt-e_scnt _a paper on,_ 11The Cabala. 
Gnoatlclsm and Magic" on Friday, Nov. 
21 at a: 80 p.m. hi the philosophY library. 
Ode·o lnthe ASA -on lt'rlday, Nov. 21, 
Elizabeth Hale, Richard Bally, Inez 
Foooe & 96 Tears at 9 p.m. In the ASA 
Gallery of the SUB, 
Korfball at UNM - Practices at 
Johnson GYm on Friday, 7 to 9 p.m. and 
at the Carlisle Gym on saturday, from 
noon to2 p.m. 
I 
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The goal of His and Pills is to provide basic drug 
information to the community of the University of 
New Mexico. Drug information is often con-
troversial, contradictory and is constantly changing. 
Also, no His and Pills article should be used as a sole 
guide to self-treatment or drug use. 
Vitamin E, or tocopherol, was isolated by Evans in 
1936 from wheat germ oil. Since its discovery, 
Vitamin E has been extensively studied, yet little is 
known with regards to its importance in the human 
body. Most studies on vitamin deficienci\:S are done 
with laboratory animals, Since the patterns of 
vitamin deficiency in animals only vaguely resemble 
those in man, it is difficult to judge just how im-
portant or how much of a particular vitamin is 
needed for a daily adult rec;uirement. Such is the case 
with Vitamin E. 
Not long ago, Vitamin E was touted as the new 
"wonder sex drug" by the National Enquirer and 
similar magazines. This proclamation came after 
Vitamin E deficiencies in rats were observed to cause 
changes in early pregnancy in females and a wasting 
of the testes in males. There is no evidence, however, 
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that these symptoms of Vitamin E deficiency are seen 
with humans. At best, Vitamin E would only correct 
a deficiency and would not result in making one 
more fertile than normal. 
Vitamin E deficiency has been targeted to effects 
on the reproductive system, the muscular system 
(including the heart), and the blood elements. While 
some abnormalities in these systems have been at-
tributed to Vitamin E deficiency, none except for the 
blood abnormalities have been reversed with Vitamin 
E treatment. Vitamin E has not been useful in the 
treatment of sterility, muscle wasting, or any type of 
heart problems. In addition, remarkably few, if any, 
blood problems may be corrected by Vitamin. E 
therapy. 
Currently, recommendations for daily intake of 
Vitamin E include l S International Units for adult 
men and 12 International Units for adult women. 
Unlike cow's milk, human milk has sufficient 
Vitamin E to meet infant requirements. These 
recommendations are easily attained by a normal 
diet, and since Vitamin E is of no benefit aside from 
correcting a deficiency, supplementation of Vitamin 
E to a normal diet is unnecessary and expensive. 
' ' 
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HOLIDAY CASH BONUS 
BIRP-NEW MEXICO INC will pay you an extra 
2 cents per pound bonus or 27 cents pE'r pound 
for aluminum cans with the coupon bE'Iow. 
For your Holiday Cash Bonus bring your 
aluminum cans and coupon to the BIRP Center 
nearest you. 
ALBUQUERQUE 
GALLUP 
FARMINGTON 
ROSWELL 
SANTA FE 
1815 BROADWAY NE 
201 NORTH 3RD STREET 
1200TROY KING RD. 
807 EAST BLAND 
1815 PACHECO 
--------------------------------------HOLIDAY CASH BONUS Good for rlll ~XII a 2 < onts [X'r 
pound or 27 c~nt(.lr pN pmmd tor alum1num r ans 
Name PRINT 
Stroet __ _ 
Phone 
For 
Infonnation 
Call or 
Visit 
Criterion 
Today: 
City Z1p 
EXTRA BONUS W1n ,, l urkey 
Drawing Nov. 25 and De< 23 
Coupon t'•phes Drc. J1,1960 
Auto&Cycle 
Insurance 
CHECK THESE 
VALUABLE BENEFITS 
• Low down payments 
• Convenient payment plans 
• Countrywide claim service 
• Money-saving deductibles 
• Dependable protection 
• Personal service 
• Immediate coverage 
• Free rate quotation 
Criterion 
INSURANCE COMPANY 
1611 Carlisle SE 
(Carlisle & Gibson) 
265-5695 
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Arts 
The Art Ensemble of Chicago, a "New Music" jazz band that is on 
a 30-city American tour, will play locally this Saturday night. 
Kimo Hosts Jazz Band 
The Art Ensemble of Chicago, 
Do wn/Jea 1 Mauazine's 1 nter-
nalional Critics Poll selection for 
the Number 1 jazz band in its J 980 
voting, will open the New Mexico 
J:Jil Workshop's 1980-81 New 
Mw;ic Series on Saturday, Nov. 22 
at 8 p.m. in the Kimo Theatre in 
downtown Albuquerque. 
In its New Music Series, the New 
Mcxko Jan Workshop (NMJW) is 
pre\cnting the most innnovativc, 
important artists currently per-
forming in the idiom. The New 
Mu\k Serle\ i\ a part of the 
hJIJ,Winter Series which has in-
dudcd such Mainstream Jan 
pcrl'mmcrs as Art Pepper and 
Woody Shaw. 
The Art Ensemble of Chicago 
play' a truly ensemble music in 
which ancient and modern 
frequently collide, contraries exist 
side by side and even within each 
other, and between the five per-
sonalities of its members there is 
not only interplay but unity, and 
not only unity but also diversity. 
Although the band is capable of a 
variety of exacting disciplines, it 
plays with an exacting looseness 
th~t invites you to share its 
freedom, rather than be intimitated 
by it. 
With the release of AEC's latest 
album, Flt/1 Force, the recent four 
months of European touring and 
the group's current 30-city 
American tour, AEC' is spreading 
the essence its spirit and its motto, 
which is: "Great Black Music, 
Ancient to the Future." 
Arts and Activities 
Art Shows 
Albuerque Musewn - Selections from Perman.,nt 
Collections, through Jan. 5, 1981; Fossils of New Mexico, 
through Friday, Dec.19; NewTown and the Railroad Boom 
Years 1880-191~ will show through Oct. 1981; and Old Town, 
A Walking Tour of History in Architecture which includes a 
free tour. B'or lnfomatlon about the tours call766·7878, Also, 
"Here and Now," 35Artists in New Mexico. 
UNM Art Museum - has a photography e><hibition, works 
by W11llam DeLapp a and Ann Noggel through Sunday, Dec, 
7 in the North Gallery. The museum is open Tuesday 
th!'Ough Friday from 10 a.m. to~ p.m. and 7 to 10 p.m. Itls 
also open Saturday and Sunday !rom 1 to 5 P.m. Admission 
is free. 
MaJ•Iposa Gallery - Peter Vanderlaan and Mary Beth 
BIJSS wlth blown glass Imagery and Robert DavJs with gold 
and silver jewelery, holloware and flatware now through 
Nov. 20. opening Nov. 23, Jennifer Lind and Allan Walter-
Ceramics. Christine and Mark Hickman - Jewelry, 
bracelets and belt buckles showning through Dec. 31. The 
opening reception for this show is Sunday, Nov. 23 from2 to 
5p.m. 
Meridian Gallery - presents "Sofa-Size Paintings $29,08 
and up" through Sunday, Nov. 30 nt220 Central Ave. S.W. 
Gallery hours are Wednesday to Saturday 11 a.m. to 4 p.m. 
and Sundayfrom1 to4 p.m. 
Tamarind Print Collaborative and Portfolios from O,J, 
Rothrock's 'Art of the Book' Seminar- will hang through 
Nov, 28 in the seond floor teaching gallery of the art 
building. 
L.os Corrales Gallery - showing works by UNM's Elen 
Feinberg through Nov. 2.9. The gallery ls open Monday 
through Saturday, 10 a.m. too p.mandSunday, 2 to6 p.m. 
Adobe Gallery - featuring Indian Malden Nativity, 
"Nacimlentos" and Lithographs by R. C, Gorman, Earl 
Blss, Kevin Redstar, Ed Singer and Frttz Beholder through 
Jan. 10. The gallery Is open thrugh Chrtstmas eve every 
nigh\ until9 p.m except Sunday, which Is untll6 p.m. 
Music 
New Mexico Symphony Orchestra Chorus - wltl give an 
Autumn Concert with members of NMSOFrlday, Nov. 21 at 
8 p.m. at the First United Methodist Church, 4th and Lead 
S. W. Tickets are $3 and may be obtained from the Sym-
phony olflce, 842-8565, 
The UNM Symphony Orchestra - will give a free per-
forma,nce a,t Popejoy Hall at the Fine Arts Center on 
Sunday, Nov. 23 at8:15 p.m. The program w!ll be American 
music, according to. conductor Harold Weller, For more 
Information call the Popejoy Box Office at277-3121. 
New Mexico Ja2:z Workshop ._ presents 11 The Art 
Ensemble of Chicago:" part one of the 1980-81 New Music 
Series. "Great Black Music Ancient to The Future:" the 
Downbeat crltlcs poll number one jazz group draws on 
tradltlons as diverse as the African tribal and the most 
modern abstract. An evening of unusual visual and aural 
entertainment. Tickets are $6.50 advance at all Ticket-
master outlets, $7,50 at the door. 
Theatre 
Shaltespeare Workshop - presented by the UNM dept. of 
theatre arts Junior Company for two more performances in 
the Experimental Theatre o! the F .A. C. Show nights are 
Friday, Nov. 21 and Saturday, Nov. 22, call 277-4402 for 
ticket information. 
Tiffany's Playouse - now located just cast of UNM on 
Central Avenue presents "HOT L BALTIMORE." Call256· 
7164 for ticket and showiime Information. 
Activities 
New Mexico Ghost Town Lecture - by noted traveler and 
New Mexico historian, Ruth Armstrong at the Albuquerque 
Museum on Sunday, Nov. 23 from 2 to 4 p.m. Ms. Arm-
strong's presentation will be free to the public and will be In 
the museum auditorium. The Albuquerque Musuem Is 
located at 2000 Mountain Rd. N.W. 
New Mexico Poet and Lecturer - Keith Wilson will .read 
from his works In the Humanities Theatre onF11day, Nov. 
21 at 8 p.m. Wilson's readlng Is sponsored by the ASUNM· 
GSA Pootry Series. This free series ls funded to bring 
distinguished locally and nationally known poets to the 
Albuquerque community. 
Poetry Reading- sponsored by the Institute of American 
Indian Arts. Native American Poets read their own com-
positions. Admission ls tree, at the Klmo Theatre on 
Tuesday, Nov. 25 at7p.m. 
Art Lecture - Howard Kottler, a proffessor of art ln 
ceramics and ceramic scUlpture at the Unl verslty of 
Washington at Seatile, wlll give a free slide-lecture on his 
work on Monday, Nov. 24at8 p,m.lnroom2018 ofF.A.C. 
Covered 
'Wrago1"1 
Makert of Htoncl Ma;tle 
lndlon lewelry 
el.OYOW .. 
Stimulant Capsules 
The best thing available for 
GRAND OPENING SALE those late night cram sessions, large black capsules available 
November 22nd • 23rd, 1980 
"AMERICA NEEDS A GOOD THING!" 
Captain Audio, 
October, 1980 
US AUDIO HAS IT ALL: 
Lowest Prices 
Large Selection 
Live KZZX Remote Broadcast 
on November 22, 1980 from 
Noon til 3:00 p.m. 
T-Shirt Giveaway 
Refreshments plus. 
Car Stereo Cassette Player 
and Speakers to be given 
away as a Door Prize 
"IT REALLY IS 
A GOOD THING!" 
3119 San Mateo Blvd., N.E. 
883·9192 
' ' ' ' , \ ~ • \ .. ' ••• ' ' 1 ••. 
' 
" 
Also other energizers 
·100 Capsules- $15.00 
1 000 Capsules - $60.00 
Southwest Pharmacal Wholesale 
1108 Alvarado N.E., Suite 12 
Ph. 265-2731, 255-9089 
New Mexico PIRG 
is holding a 
Board of Directors 
ELECTION 
Hours 
Mon.-Sat. 
12 to5 
to fill seven vacancies on the Board. 
The election will be held 
December 5, 1980 
The deadline for petitions is 
December 1, 1980 
All ASUNM students are eligible 
to run for election. 
All ASUNM students are eligible to vote. 
Pick up your petitions at NM PIRG or call 
NM PlflG at 277-2757 for more infonnation. 
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j Sports 
I 
I Lobos Win Exhibition Gan1e 
Paula Easley 
DaveSahd 
First year coach Gary Colson led 
his Lobo basketball squad to a 112-
84 victory over the Australian 
Touring Club last night at the Pit 
before a crowd of 15,460, UNM 
took the lead early in the game and 
never fell behind. 
Junior college transfer Tony 
Persley and senior Dave Duggin 
came off the bench to spark the 
team after a shakey first half. All-
America candidate Kenny Page led 
the team in scoring with 28 points. 
Page averaged 28 points per game 
last season. 
Persley was the second leading 
rebounder for the Lobos, grabbing 
six less than Jerome Henderson 
who snagged 14 boards. Persley 
was also the second leading scorer 
with 20 points, 
"I have to concentrate on the 
boards," said Persley, "That's 
what will give me my playing 
time." The 6'6" foward received 
extended playing time in the second 
half when starting foward Larry 
Tarrance fouled out with ten 
minutes left in the game. 
Duggin made seven out of 10 
shots, with most of his buckets 
coming from the perimeter. He led 
the team with six assists in 16 
minutes of playing time. "David 
might be as good a shooter as 
Kenny," said Colson. 
Most of Duggin's playing time 
came at the wing in place of Page 
and sophomore Mlchael Johnson, 
He also played at the point when 
the Lobos slowed the pace down 
halfway through the second half. 
Explaining his teams slow start 
Duggin said, "In the Pit you have 
to be a little nervous, It was our 
first game." 
Said Colson, "Duggin and 
Persley were the key to the second 
half. We changed our game plan 
3 Mile Turkey Trot Planned 
Nick Greenwalt 
The fourth annual 3-mile turkey 
trot will be held Saturday at 9 a.m. 
on the University's north golf 
course. First prize in each category 
will be a turkey. 
The run is open to university 
students, faculty, and staff and to 
the general public. 
Age groups for UNM-connected 
runners, both male and female, are 
17-20, 21-26, 27-37, 38-49, and 50 
years and older, 
.·1 
c'i 
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Age groups for the other runners 
will be 17 and under, 18-25, 26-35, 
36-45, and 46 and older. 
First place runners in each 
category will receive a turkey. 
Prizes will be given to second and 
third place finishers. A prize will 
also be given to the person who 
guesses the winning time, 
Check-in time is 8:30 a.m.; the 
race begins at 9. 
Registration can be done the day 
before the race at the intramural 
office, 230 Johnson Gym or at the 
course on the day of the race. 
~ l 
for the second half, and tried to get 
everyone in." The Lobos built-up 
most of their large lead after the 
halftime. 
Tarrance said that he got rid of 
his first game jitters, and added, 
"The team played well for our first 
game.'' Colson said after the game 
that the fans "could expect more 
from Tarrance than tonight. •: 
"This team was not as good as 
the teams we are going to play 
Friday and Saturday," said Page. 
"We didn't show everything we 
had. There were scouts from other 
teams watching us tonight.'' 
Page felt that the team was 
.excited when the game started but 
settled down quickly enough. "The 
ball was kind of slippery," said the 
6'3" wing guard of the sloppy play 
at the beginning of the game. 
He shot 50 percent from the 
field, but was only six of 14 at the 
conclusion of the first half, 
compared to his eight of 14 in the 
second half. 
The Lobos showed a varied 
offense, with several combinations 
of players playing throughout the 
game. Toward the end of the game 
the tempo of the game sped up, but 
the team showed an ability to slow 
down the tempo depending on 
which combination of players was 
on the court. 
"We'll take the run, but we will 
set up a lot this season," said Page. 
Colorado will be visiting the Pit 
next Friday night in the Lobo's 
season opener. Tip-off time is 7:35 
p.m. 
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UNM player Alan Dolensky takes control of the ball from 
Australian team member Joe Louis Manley. Dolensky pulled 
down tour rebounds and scored on one free throw. (Photo by Ran-
dyMontoyaj 
La Pinata in Old Town 
"We mail anywhere" 
Open House Decem bet 23 
1-5 p.m. 242-2400 
WINNER "BEST FILM" 
TORONTO FESTNAL OF FESTNALS 
"NICOlAS ROEG MAKES MOVII'S 
TBE WAY PABLO PIC:.&SSO 
PAIIVTED PlmJRES." Ass<J<'Iat..d l'r~ss 
110NE OF THE YEAR'S BEST FILMS." 
-After Dark 
"The most thoroughly adult movie ever made 
in the English language." -Maclean's Magazine 
BAD TIMING 
A SENSUAL OBSESSION 
ART GARFUNKEL THf:RE.SA RUSSE:LL 
HARVEY KEITEL DENHOLM ELLIOIT on 
BAD TIMING/A SENSL'ALOBSF .. 'iSION 
Dtr<'CIOr or PhotowtaphyAnthony Ri,hmond 
D~r<'<IOr of Molle R~thard Hartl•y Ed1lor 'Ton~ Lm wn 
Assoctale Produrer T1m Van Rrll1m 
SCRH:NPLAY BY YALE UtxlFF 
PROOUCf.D BY JEREMY THOMAS 
OIR~ .. CH.D BY NICOLAS ROLG 
A RM:otdt'd P•clotr- Compan\1 f'rodudm,, F.fmf'd 1n ·rc-dmnvaJOo 
A Sondra G1fman fl.outsr ~~slf'tgJ.ard Prt"H·ntaltnn 
SHOW TIMES: 7:15,9:30 
{Sat·Sun 2:45, 5:001 
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Sports 
Nine Seniors Will Play Last Gan1e This Weekend 
Ricky Martin Jim Cappon 
David Hood Ben Schultz 
Tiw Blue Agaw plant j, what gives Tequila its unique 
tl;w, >r. 
Ll·gallv. hom•wr, Tequila can comain as little as 'il";, 
Blue Agan· and stilt call it~dfTequila. 
l "'ltlwr 1cquila makers rake advantagl' of this legal 
tcduucalitv. 
Tlwv add sUI-(ar, Water or caratnd coloring 
Some L'\'l'n adJ all three. 
Herra,Jura,on tlw other hanJ,adds nothing. 
It's madt• from W0" .. Blue Agave. 
SPit's naturnlh· t1avorfui.Nnturally smooth. 
And fl<ltllrally mellow.lt's abo one of the few 
1~·quilas that's 92 proof. 
Of course, if you're 
prepared to settle for 
a Tcquila that's less than 
[(\('!'';,Agave, there arc 
a lot of k•ss expet1sive 
brands to choose from. 
But if vou want the 
world's finc~r Tequila, 
there's onlv one to choose from. 
HERUDURA 
,, 
Todd Lafferty Joe Juraszek 
';I ~·~, Aill.' 
rJ\;,;, 
l ,, 
I 
... 
Jimmy Sayers Chuck Esquivel 
Bob Shupryt 
Nine senior football players will 
travel to San Diego to play their last 
collegiate game, Ricky Martin, Jim 
Cappon, Todd Lafferty, Joe 
J uraszek, Bob Sh upryt, David 
Hood, Ben Schultz, Jimmy Sayers 
and Chuck Esquivel will all be 
seeing playing time in the season's 
final game. 
Six other seniors started out the 
season but will not be making the 
trip to San Diego. 
Brad Wright is out with a broken 
collarbone; Rick Eidenschink 
received minor injuries in a car 
accident; Dennis Spencer is out 
with an injury; Frank Giddens and 
Sharay Fields are out due to 
academic reasons; and Bob Ydens 
was dropped from the trip list after 
adverse publicity concerning his 
previous use of cocaine, in con-
nection with his testimony in the 
trial of William Wayne· Gilbert. 
now open 
1. 5 
Sunday 
STEREO 
SPECIALS 
BEST Price 
BEST Selection 
BEST Sound 
BEST Service 
I 
4 
i 
Volleyball-Rags to Riches Story; 
Lobo Team Travels to Regionals 
Ernest Montoya 
The New Mexico women's 
volleyball team has become one of 
those 'rag to riches' stories. 
The Lobos will be making their 
first trip to regionals this weekend, 
but the story may not have a happy 
ending. 
'State and Idaho State back in three 
games each. 
Herbert said he was also pleased 
with the amount of determin<~tion 
the Lobos showed against certain 
teams this season also. 
"I talked to the Wyoming, 
Colorado State and Northern 
Arizona coaches after we played 
them, and they mid they were 
disapointed in the way in the way 
their team let down a[ter the first 
game of the match," said Herbert. 
Herbert said he thought tbe 
Lobos in their fin<~] two games of 
the season were playing the best ball 
they had played all season. 
For the Lobos to make it to the 
1980 Volleyball National Cham-
pionship in Santa Barbara, Calif., 
they will have to continue their late 
season surge today against Bdgham 
Young and Utah. 
When the Lobos arrive at Fort 
Collins, Colorado, today they will 
have their work cut out for them, 
They are seated with the top two 
finishers in the Intermountain 
Conference, Brigham Young and 
Utah. 
The Lobos will play both those 
teams once and must be able to stop 
either BYU or Utah if they are to 
advanr.e to the semifinals. 
Basketball Team in Classic 
Lobo Coach Mike Herbert says 
he is pleased with the way his young 
team has played this season, 
especially during conference play. 
"They were able to win when 
they had to," said Herbert. 
Hettiert points to the conference 
opening matches against Weber 
State and Idaho State as a turning 
point in the season, 
UNM was able to win just five of 
its first 17 games, but turned Weber 
The UNM women's basketball 
team will be traveling to Canyon, 
Texas, this weekend to take part in 
the Canyon Basketball Classic 
today and Saturday. 
The Lobos, coming off a 74-65 
loss at the hands of Amarillo 
College, will be battling three more 
Texas teams for the Canyon 
Basketball Classic title. 
The Lobos will be going against 
West Texas State, Wayland Baptist 
and Texas Tech in the two-day 
tournament. 
Swimming Lessons Offered 
Swimming lessons for children 
aged five through 12 will be offered 
December 1 through December 12 
at Johnson Gym pool. The lessons 
arc sponsored by the intramural 
department. 
The director of 
IntramuralsCampus Recreation, 
Fred Perez, said that two sessions 
are scheduled. The first will be 
from 4:30 to 5 p.m. and the second 
from 5 to 5:30 p.m. Monday 
UP IN 
through Friday. He added that the 
lessons would cover beginning 
swimming, but the children would 
be divided into different categories 
of skill. 
Registration costs $25 for each 
child for I 0 lessons. The 
registration period begins now to 
December I, and people can 
register in the Intramural Office, 
230 Johnson Gym. Classes are 
limited to 20 children for each 
session. 
OVER BIKE REPA 
We specialize in everything from 
tire repair to complete motor over-
hauls on HONDA, YAMAHA, KAWA-
S~KI, and SUZUKI motorcycles. 
All work is unconditionally . 
guaranteed and we challenge you 
to compare quality. 
Leading the Lobos in scoring is 
Pat Horvorka, who is averaging 22 
points a game and is the only Lobo 
averaging in double figures. 
Horvorka, a transfer from West 
Virginia University, also leads the 
Lobos in rebounding as she pulled 
down 12 boards. 
The Lobos in their first game 
against Amarillo were able to 
connect on 25 of 80 shots, for a 31 
perc~nt average. 
The Lobos will be at home next 
weekend hosting the Lobo 
Invitational next Friday and 
Saturday at University Arena. 
Both games will start at 7:30p.m. 
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''GO FOR IT!" 
Buy Season Ski/Tram Tickets 
NOW 
Reduced Rates Until Nov. 30th 
NEW CHAIRLIFT AND GREATL V INCREASED UPHILl CAPACITY 
. . 'EQUAL 
MORE SKIING FOR YOUR SEASON TICKET DOLLAR 
A PEAK SKI COMPANY 
' I 
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Skiers Begin To Train 
Rod Juarez 
If the mountain won't come 
to you, then you must go to the 
mountain, and that is precisely 
what the University of New 
Mexico Alpine and Nordic ski 
teams will do this weekend when 
they travel to Gunnison, 
Colorado, for their first training 
session on snow. 
Nordic ski coach Klaus Weber 
and Alpine ski coach George 
Brooks expressed optimism for 
the internationally-recognized 
UNM ski program. The season 
officially begins Dec. 6 with a 
cross-country meet in Gunnison 
and an alpine meet in Lake 
Eldora, Colorado. 
Returning members of the 
women's cross-country ski team 
include Darla Fritch and Jeanne 
Wadsworth. New members this 
year include Christina Bolliger, 
a native of Switzerland, and 
Marianne Rud and lngun 
Bjorgli, who finished first and 
second respectively in the 
recently conducted roller ski 
derby sponsored by UNM. 
The men's Nordic ski team 
has two returning members, 
Benny Bodo and Donald Dean. 
The new members consist of 
Paul Beberg, Ri1:hard Paul, 
Mike Darrah, and James Read. 
Read was a member of the 
National Junior Developmental 
Team and has hopes of 
qualifying for the World Junior 
Championships. 
The men's Alpine team has 
two ret11rning lettermen, Paul 
Kilstofte and Steve Maynard. 
Maynard, a sophomore, 
qualified for the national 
championships last year. Tim 
Downing, red-shirted ll!sl year 
due to injury, is also returning, 
New members for this year's 
Alpine squad are freshmen Tim 
Rehwaldt, David Anderson, and 
Jim Raudenbush. Alpine coach 
George Brooks said that 
Anderson and Raudenbush arc 
unusual in that both hail from 
New Mexico; this state has not 
consistently produced college-
level skiers in the past. In fact, 
Anderson and Raudenbush arc 
the only two New Mexicans 
currently on the "A" squad. 
The women's Alpine team 
includes returning members Jill 
Wahlqvist, Valery Henderson, 
and new members Tali Parman, 
Lisa Dean, Renee Farwig, Lisa 
Kimura, and Sherry Rue. 
Henderson, a sophomore, 
finished in the top 30 at the 
nationals last year. "Parman 
has the potential to become a 
top-notch skier," Brooks stated. 
~~tRi D·;:_.· ,t;.-~-NO_V_(--:-M--:B-:-[-::-R.-::::2-:-1, 1950 
8:00PM- 1 :QO AM 
~t-IL'eUNM BALLROOM 
STUDbNT UNION BUILDING 
LlliJIV(RSITY <f ... Nl.W ~)(\CO 
c}1fll~stOrL' ' .... S TVDE Nl5 w/ J.D. ; ~J .._ 
6\ G ENaR.AL AtMI~Stot< :45"' 
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1. Personals 
IH•JAU, BJ~HJ•J'B YOUH ad. To a super 
good frl!rnd. Have a happy 10th blr· 
th!lay. J >ynnn. __ .. - . _______ 11/21 
•n) •riu~ O!NNAMON Fox, good luck 
1n•tllng yrmr nar-rar l'llnnlng Dyan. 
Hor·r·y It happenl'd, but at leaH! now 
you'VP got juRtallout a whoh• llllW Cllr· 
t'lll'. ,J.J>.L. . 11/21 
'!' (1.-i~Ml;'AI~l~ING In love with you. 
[J..J. 11/21 
rmil,s, w· v<>il hltvf> ·the. time, I have 
till' clt•sl n•. Swimmer J w. 277·8073, room 
w1. . . 12n 
WHY r JC>- ·1·61-;A'i~i:v "'cr·azY'? Before 
dosNI and finals' week, get away to Red 
ltlvPr on fl!'cember 6th 11nd 7th. Cost Is 
Dnly $!10 with llNM ID. For more ln. 
formation call Laura or J,ydla; 277·6402 
rw 277-2!121!. Bponsort•cl bY lhe ASUNM 
l'ravl'! Cornmltli'P. 11/25 
JOY<;Iiil !lilAGiti•:Jtl-TO kills Jurassic. 
r1JvP nlC' a chancP. Christmas. IMUn.. 
t lm·yL . . . . . 11/21 
tlltl-I;;N'l;Ai, ~'F6(Ji>. Clli~AP, good. 
Also, a dollar breakfast: Two eggs, 
potatoPs, toast, jam. Jao-Jao's Place, 
50CXl CPIJtral S.It:. 255-0:Jll. 11/20 
l•'HIAii:s l'llH-1;m,J.9IDN;rH."~usK.". 
:-;mHiuy, 11/2:!; R:00-11:30. Roc•k and 
Hull. Bt• thc•rt•. 11/21 
r;or!'in rJN--RAllHkriCAL? Older 
"nghH•t•t·lng studl'nl and husband want 
tu hnUHI"Ilit. Protl'l't your horne. 
Hl•!'l•rt•tJ.r"'s, <'alg9~.:.0~~1Uttt<•J' 3. _g/26 
I'HJ<;UNAN<'Y Tli]STING & COUN· 
m•JLINC.:. l'hOill' 247·0Hl0. tfn 
1.1 vi·: · MiJsr<;: 'r·fiXiA'rmTii.fiii.l~. 
ltldHll'd Bally, Im•z I•'n<>ll<' and oo Tears. 
J•'!'l<laY. Nnvt•mvt•r 21st. 0 p.m.. ASA 
llal11•ry. .. --~ --··-· ---·· ---~-- 11/21 
J•'irit I•'nl•:l•:': MAl,JtJ eat. Loveabl<• and 
fril•mlly, Iouks llkP SlamNn•. Must g!v!.' 
awav lmtnNllatl'ly! H12-0874. 11/21 
<'o 'N1•x <'·rs? ·!·- -i,-<iT.rsur'N<T?? 
SOJ.ll'flONS?? CILRI'Y Oplic'al Com-
pany. 2fi5·HA10. ~ .... . . ---~----if" 
I'JZZA <'J'rY I:H'I•!<'IAI, Om• alice of 
<'111'1'!-li' pl7.za and a llu•gp sort drink for 
$!.On with thlR ad. 127 Harvard S.E., ¥.a 
hl!Wlt tuJulh of ('l~nlral. Good from 11/17 
thr·nugh J1 .. 2!t 11/21 
!'AsHi•c>It:i· .A:Nr) ii1JtmT!FwATroN 
photos !l (CJl' $5.00!! lOW('St prices in 
tuwn• Vast, pl!•aAing, lll'ar UNM. Call 
2flfi.2·l•ll Ul' ('Om!• to 1717 Glrar·d alvd. 
~K tfn 
A<'('[ lHA'l'J•; ~TN-FC)RMA'l'IC)N. ABOlJT 
I'Oilll'lt<'eptlon, stet•lllzatlon, abortion. 
Hight to <'hoosl'. 2tH-0171. tfn 
CJNI~Y-$l-.rni.'·fw{) farm-frl'Sh eggs, two 
llonwmtlde dwmlral fr·N• suusnge 
pattlt•s, two sllrt•s of toast, free green 
c·hlll. Op!•n 7 a.m. Momlng Glory Cafe. 
<'orrwr· of Girard. C't•ntrnl and Monte 
Vista 26/1-70·10. 11/24 
HA.[>r>'Y! (ioT the new "fashion colour 
h'l'UdiE'nt hHlS lint" when I bought my 
pr·c>st•rlptlon glasses. I love them. 
PayLl'ss Opticians, International. 
1 At• ross tlw street from. I,llBelle's at 
500lMennulJ. 266-2600. lfn 
2. Lost & Found 
LOS'l': B!.U[tJ "PURGATORY" ski 
iat'kl'l; !'ast tennis rourts. Call265-7434. 
11/26 
3. Services 
I'H<WI•;SS!ONAL 'l'YPIST. IBM 
St•lpc•lrlt'. Guaranteed uccuracy, 
n•asonabll' rates. Judy. 821·8607, 209· 
711!11. 12/10 
Tfi'IMl_- PH<)l<'l<~SSIONAL AND fast, 
~RHr.7t or R3&-2220. Debbie. 12/1 
'l'Yl'l:-10: -i;I~Olt'!'JSSIONAL TYPING. 
Ht•aHIIllitblt• ratl"s. Thl'als, tl"rm papers, 
•lhlst•mttluns. IBM Sell.'clrlc. 821-0576 
aft'''' r.: :m 11/25 
lfiNl<::Cl'll -TYPING SI<JRVICE !IBM 
l-lt•lt•,·tril'l und now 3 minute Passport 
l'hntn•l _N'EIPII(llntment 268-8iH5. tfn 
<'HILI l ('ARK SEVI<JN dnys a week, 24 
hnurR a day. At•r·oss from UniVl'rslty. 
21lX.Ull72. 11/21 
~A T\'PiNU Sl.:H.Vl<.'I<i: A complete 
typln~ and Ptlltorial system. Te<'hnical, 
l!l'nt'l'nl. II'Jml, medical, scholastic. 
<'harts & tubl!'s. 345·2125. lfn 
A<~HiN Sf'OR'l'S TUNES up skis. 
We'n• OPPil right now at 7509 Menaul 
N.K "Thl' l-lkl doctor" really knows 
hnw. Ac•tlon Sports. 81!4·5611. 11/21 
'l'Yl'INri-THJt~SIS. OJSSERTATION, 
I'I'Jllli'L'l, statlstlral. Call Annlta, 296· 
2Mll. 12/15 
NJt;I<~n Hl<1LP WITH papers? Typing, 
t•dl!lng, revisiOn, research. 281·3001. 
11/21 
<i{c'i-l'AR LESSONS: ALL styles. 
Marc's Guitar Studio. 265-3315. tfn 
TYPING, WORD PFtoCESSING, 
t•dltlng, data processing, delivery 
servie('. 201!·8776. 12/15 
TYPIST: TERM PAPER, Resumes. 
200-R970. 11/26 
4. Housing 
HOUSESl'r'riNG ANYWHERE IN New 
Mexico. Going away and needing a very 
responsible woman to take . care of 
home? I need thiS situation for Intensive 
studY and work. Have car. Call Laurie, 
268·R702,leave message please. 11/21 
WANTED; A HOUSE partner. Two 
bedroom house, nll!e yards and garage. 
S130/ month, plus $100 deposit. 255-5266. 
. 11/21 
CAMPUS COMPACI' APARTMENTS, 
215 Yale Blvd. S.E. at Lead. Studio 
apartments near stores and UNM. 
$11<0/tnonth, free utilities, $125 deposit, 
six month lease. No children, pets, or 
roommates. See manager at apartment 
two or call242·821ll or 883-594{). 12/5 
SPAC!OUS . ONE BEOHOOM, fur-
nished, utllltles paid, security, laundry 
tacilltles. Walk to UNM. $225.00. 843· 
6352, 344·6023. 11/25 
HOUSEMATE WANTED: N.E. 
Heights. 294·3733, after5:00. .11/25 
TWO. BEDROOM UNFURNISHED 
apartment With garage near UNM. No 
pets. $215. 266-7698. 11/25 
FOR SALE: CONDOMINIUM;. great 
N.E. location. $25,500. Marc for details. 
E.R.A. Walker·Hinkel Residential. 268· 
4551; evenings 242·6089. 11/26 
AT'fH.AC.."l'lVE TWO aED:ROOM, nep.r 
UNM ancl TVI. Utllitle11 paid, 
$280/month. 440 Princeton. No pets. 25~-
6131. 12/2 
I~OH l'tENT-TWO bedroom apart-
ment. Kids, small pet, O.K. $190/month 
plus uUlltle!l, 294-0684. 11/21 
SPACIOUS ONE AND two beclroom 
apartment!! lh block from VNM. 
Laundry facllltlel!, recreation room, 
pool, completely furnished. Fireplaces, 
utilities Included. Cal1266·0011. 12/2 
FOR HENT: $105. One bedroom un-
furnished apartment. Washer/dryer, 
small fenced yard. Chelwood Park 
Northeast. Call293-6267. 11/21 
SUPJC:R SPAClOUS SPOTLESS two 
bedroom apartment. Fireplace, 9 ft. 
closets, excellent furnishings, Insulated 
for quietness. $300, utilities paid. No 
pets, children. UNM area. 842-0925.12/10 
TWO ar.OCKS TO UNM. Lat•ge, fur. 
nlshed studio RPnliments. $175/month, 
Includes utilities. 222 Maple N .. E. 
Manager in unit two. 243-1550. 11/26 
THI•J CITADEL-SUPERB location near 
UNM & downtown. aus service every SO 
minutes. 1 bedroom or efficiency, from 
$205. All utilities paid. Deluxe kitchen 
with dishwasher & disposal, recreation 
room, swimming pool, TV room & 
laundry. Adult complex, no pets. 1520 
llnlvl'rsltyN.Fl. 243-2494. tfn 
5. For Sale 
I•'OUJ~ USED RADIAl, tires. #F78·14. 
Call befo1·e 11:00 ~~.m. or after 7:00p.m. 
$20.00.R08-2464. . 11/21 
72-.HA!~r~E'i SPORTY 1000. Rebuilt 
motor, new tires, new transmissions. 
$2500. Call l{evln, 243·7266 after six p.m. 
12/1 
7.4 CHI>JVHOI,E'l' NOVA. AT, PS, 300V8. 
Clootl !'oncllllon. $ll7fi or best. 294·5172. 
~~ 12n 
I•~c)RD m1oo. swa van. PS, PB, Air, 
Auto, 302-2V, low mileage, captain's 
t•halrs, fully carpeted, mags. $2800. Call 
Mike, 202-5248, or Howard, 292·0492. 
12/1 }j'i>.o77' COMPL!tJTEl, EXCELLENT. 
$250.00, negotiabll'. 200-8036. 11/24 
HALI<JIGH G.RAN PRIX, newly rebuilt, 
good condition, new paint. $150 or beat 
offer. 203-8889 evenings. Alfred. 11/17 
1' A'l'I\1RSON PLASTIC RI<JELS, Kodak 
Polycontl'llst filters. Kodak and Ilford 
dwmlcals for salt.'. Call Josh at294·7003, 
evenings. 11/26 
GOLD AND SII.VltJ:R. Top dollar. Call 
293·34515. 12/lli 
GRI<JYHOUND PUPS, $35 each. F•·ed. 
242-7888, 842·0207. 12/1 
CHARMING ADOBE STYLED three 
bedroom home on UNM campus. 
GLOHXA V ANPE:RaiLT CORDS, $20. 
Lambs' wool 11weaters. $11. Designer 
velour blouse11, $12. Discount Boutique, 
4406 Menaul, just e.ast of Washington. 
265-3103, 11/17 
GUILD TWELVE STRING guitar, 
model F-112. $400.00. 294-0311. 11/17 
1962 CORVAIR. NEW transmission, 
rebu!lt engine, new tlrell. runs very 
well. $700. 298-0637. 11/17 
6. Employment 
PART TIME JOB, graduate students 
only. Afternoons and evenings. Must be 
able to work Friday and Saturday 
nights. Mullt be 21 years old. Apply In 
person; no phone calls please. Saveway 
Liquor Stores, at 5704 Lomas N.E., 5516 
MenauiN.E. 12/15 
PART TIME INSTRUC'l'ORS needed. 
Guitar. cartooning, dance. crafts, 
tumbling, gymnastics. $6.00 per hour. 
247·8841. 11/21 
ACCEPTING APPLICATIONS FOR 
possible employment In near future as 
Veterinary Assistant. 5005 Prospect 
N.J.tJ.attero:oo. 11/26 
CASH! FOR USED cars and p!ct<-ups! 
Call Forrest at 255-0856, 255-9292, 268· 
7362. 11/27 
THE Loao IS taking applications for 
salespeople who wm sell new accounts 
exclusively. (No accounts furnished,) 
Car absolutely necessary. Commission 
only. FIIJ out an appllcatlon at room 133 
of Marron Hall: preferablY leave 
resume. tfn 
7. Travel 
MAZA'rLAN BY AIR. Three round trip 
excursion tickets.: two full fnre, one 
child. $155.00 each. 345-1316. 12/1 
TRAVEL TO NEW York? $100 dlscolU1t 
lf you go December 11 and accompany 
child age five, 250·3300. 11/26 
WICHITA THANKSGIVING. NEED 
ride. Share driving, expenses. Dennis. 
256-0974. 11/25 
PO YOU NEED a rider? Are YOU 
headed towards Connecticut cor 
anywhere In New England)? If you can 
answer yes to these questions, there 
may be a rider for you at 204-700:J. My 
name Is Josh. Please call in the evening, 
Thanx. 11/21 
IF YOU'RE READING this ad you 
would have round a ride If there was one 
adverllsed here, Follow? Adve.rtise 
your ride In the Lobo. tfn 
8. Miscellaneous 
Massive beams and stone fireplace. COLD? REALLY! WHY? Brand new 
Unique! Liz, Gallery of Homes; 2!19· genuine military jackets, $40.00. 
1500, 298-7438. 11/20 Kaufman's West, a real Army-Navy 
NEAR UNM. TWO bedroom, 1400 Store, 504 Yale S.E. 256-0000. 11/25 
square feet. 4433 Avenlda Manana, COUNTRY SWING DANCE class for 
Excellent condition, updated, double beginners. Friar's North. $20/person or 
garage. BearPaw Realty. 293-5800, 884- $35/couple buys six weeks of lessons 
4198. 11/20 (Sundays. 6: 30·8: 30). plus one free drink 
PIONEER RECEIVER, TURNTABLE, each lesson Call Friar's, 293-9363 or 
speakers, Akai reel to reel. Must sell. Instructor, 266·4600. Class begins 
262-0116. 11/20 _November23rd. 11/21 
A temptingly tasteful comedy 
for adults who can count. 
BLAKE EDWARDS' 
"10" 
DUDLEY MOORE JULIE ANDREWS 80 DEREK 
·.BLAKE EDWARDS' "10" ROBERT WEBBER 
.. ·:: .. :-·'': BLAKE EDWARDS ••· :<:. BLAKE EDWARDS 
.J.\ 
.·.TONY ADAMS •/ .::'~~HENRY MANCINI 
PANAVISION"' PRINrs BY TECHNICOLOR"' 
TONIGHT, Nov. 21 and 
Tomorrow night, Nov. 22 
7:00, 9:15 and 11:30 
SUB THEATRE 
$1.25 and $1.75 
An Evening with Maxie Anderson 
and son Chris 
November 21, 1980 7:00p.m. 
The renowned balloonist gives a presentation of films, slides, and 
personal comments on the flights of the Double Eagle II and Kitty Hawk 
Sigma Chi Fraternity, 721 Yale Blvd., NE 
$5.00 donation. limited seating 
242-0009 
.~ 
Now 
appearing 
in the lounge 
"Trusty" 
Tues·Thurs 7·11 
Fri & Sat 8·12 
Wyoming location 
behind Elliots Nest 
MONTANA MINING RESTAURANT ·, f 
2292 Wyoming at Menaul2.94-5080 ,,Jr/. 
"Relax in front of our fireplace" ~ 
TODAY'S CROSSWORD PUZZLE 
ACROSS 
1 Bivouac 
5 P.l. fiber 
10 Umbrella 
14 Love god 
15 Make fast 
16 Mountain: 
Pref. 
17 Note 
18 Junior offi-
cers 
20- Gordon 
22 Girl's name 
23 Gladden 
24 Gunfire 
26 Numeric pre-
fix 
27 Hockey offi-
cial 
30 Reinstalls 
341dolized 
35 Golf yell 
36 Boy's name 
37 Thickness 
units 
38 Open space 
40 Food store 
41 Days of-
42 Dreacl 
43 Dratted 
45 Squatters 
47 Promising 
48 Cape 
49 Garments 
50 Conserves 
53 Cola 
54 Edition 
58 Came about 
61 Diseases 
62 Peel 
63 Attire 
64 Not any 
65Augments 
66 Dances 
67 Equipment 
DOWN 
1 Veal source 
2Yellowdye 
plant 
3- Lisa 
41roners 
5 Pure: Abbr. 
6Act 
7 Texas shrine 
8 Rodent 
9 Affirmative 
10 Hockey play-
er 
11 Melody 
12Thaw 
13 Stance 
19$uccinct 
21 Leveret 
25 Account 
books 
26 Shipworms 
UNITED Feature Syndicate 
Thursday's Puzzle Solved 
27 Spanish 
name 
28 Roman otfi-
clal 
29 Pleats 
30 Scepter 
31 Action place 
32 For rent: 
2words 
33 Mean 
35 Remote 
39- Vegas 
40 Stuffing 
42 Banquet 
44 Italian city 
46Courses 
47 Abrogate 
49 "- sante!" 
50 Antitoxins 
51 Greedy 
52 Sell 
53 Shave 
55 Plum 
56 Arm bone 
57 Danish 
weight 
59 Egypt, once 
60 Bad: Pref. 
